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September 24, 2012 
 
 
This special meeting is solely to discuss and vote for a Financial Institution for the purpose of 
refinancing the majority of our loans.  
 
Melvin Coffelt called the meeting to order and all commissioners are present. The commission had 
3 separate Bonding companies to discuss and eventually to choose one.  The commissioners 
decided to give a brief comment on why they’ve selected whichever bond company they had 
chosen: 
 
Melvin was most interested in Crews and Associates, he said the savings would be high and their 
rates are medium low. He is comfortable with Crews, they know City business. He said they are a 
safe company, he has dealt with them through business with the 2-Ton, and they are reliable. 
 
Robert Anderson said he looked over all of the submissions and the overall savings between the 3 
was not that different they were all pretty equal. Robert said he preferred Stephens Inc. because 
he has done business with them in the past. 
 
Jane’s choice was Morgan Keegan, she said she is comfortable with them, they can rate the 
bonds. She thought the Stephens Inc. presenter was weak, Bob Wright of Crews and Associates 
acted like he was doing us a favor, and she felt Morgan Keegan gave good insight.  
 
Melvin said he and Frank asked Bob Wright to come and give a presentation so maybe they did 
feel the job was already theirs, he also said, he believes having only one monthly invoice to pay 
will be good. Robert said they all now know we are looking for more money in the future, however 
he remains heavily biased for Stephens Inc. The mayor said, the city also has bonds with Morgan 
Keegan. Robert said the actual bond counsel used by these companies is unimportant, and the 
savings is so close it is insignificant. Robert then made a motion to retain Crews and Associates 
as our investment provider, Jane 2nd the motion and all commissioners were in favor. 
 
Frank said he will try to negotiate a lower fee from Crews, the City Council will have to approve 
the choice and we will also have to create a Resolution. Melvin said we need to make a 
presentation to the City Council and Bob Wright will have to provide the Ordinance.  
 
Jane made a motion to adjourn, Robert 2nd her motion, and all commissioners were in favor. 


